Although intra-axonal protein synthesis is well recognized in cultured neurons and during development in vivo, there have been few reports of mRNA localization and/or intra-axonal translation in mature CNS axons. Indeed, previous work indicated that mature CNS axons contain much lower quantities of translational machinery than PNS axons, leading to the conclusion that the capacity for intraaxonal protein synthesis is linked to the intrinsic capacity of a neuron for regeneration, with mature CNS neurons showing much less growth after injury than PNS neurons. However, when regeneration by CNS axons is facilitated, it is not known whether the intra-axonal content of translational machinery changes or whether mRNAs localize into these axons. Here, we have used a peripheral nerve segment grafted into the transected spinal cord of adult rats as a supportive environment for regeneration by ascending spinal axons. By quantitative fluorescent in situ hybridization combined with immunofluorescence to unambiguously distinguish intra-axonal mRNAs, we show that regenerating spinal cord axons contain ␤-actin, GAP-43, Neuritin, Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs. These axons also contain 5S rRNA, phosphorylated S6 ribosomal protein, eIF2␣ translation factor, and 4EBP1 translation factor inhibitory protein. Different levels of these mRNAs in CNS axons from regenerating PNS axons may relate to differences in the growth capacity of these neurons, although the presence of mRNA transport and likely local translation in both CNS and PNS neurons suggests an active role in the regenerative process.
Introduction
Transport of mRNAs into and translation within subcellular sites appears to be an evolutionarily conserved mechanism that polarized eukaryotic cells use to establish and maintain the unique subcellular domains needed for organismal development, rapid responses to environmental stimuli, and several aspects of cellular function (Martin and Ephrussi, 2009) . With the long distances that often separate synaptic terminals from the neuronal cell body, neurons rely heavily on localized protein synthesis for autonomy of these distal reaches of their cytoplasm (Jung et al., 2012) . Early morphological studies indicated that ribosomes concentrate on the postsynaptic side of neurons near the base of dendritic spines (Steward and Levy, 1982) , and dendritically syn-thesized proteins have been shown to contribute to synaptic function (Martin and Ephrussi, 2009) . Although these initial studies failed to detect ribosomes in mature axons of the CNS, early works from several groups indicated that axons of invertebrate neurons and some vertebrate neurons contain mRNAs and translational machinery (Twiss and van Minnen, 2006) . However, arguments were posited that these were unique situations in which neurons had not yet fully polarized in culture or had specialized structures and/or functionality (Kindler et al., 1997) . Nonetheless, there have been an increasing number of studies pointing to the protein synthetic capacity of growing axons, with several indicating that the locally synthesized proteins contribute to varying aspects of axon growth. This has been particularly the case for neurons in the PNS, which are argued to have a high intrinsic growth capacity and locally generated proteins that contribute to regenerative growth.
PNS axons can regenerate spontaneously after injury, but those in the CNS have to be nurtured to regenerate. Growth inhibitory molecules in the CNS are known to create a nonpermissive environment for axonal regeneration in the injured brain and spinal cord (Geoffroy and Zheng, 2014) . Strategies to overcome such growth inhibitory molecules have had limited success increasing regeneration by CNS axons, indicating the important role of the intrinsic growth capacity in determining success of CNS versus PNS neurons. Strategies to target such intrinsic growth mechanisms have increased in CNS regeneration research, with some providing a means to support growth in the nonpermissive environment of the injured CNS (Park et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Hellal et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011) . Proteins that are synthesized locally in axons provide an intrinsic growth mechanism for regeneration in the PNS, both initiating retrograde signaling for increasing axon growth programs and acting locally to facilitate axon extension . Application of CNS growth inhibitory molecules to cultured dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons was shown to actively decrease axonal levels of ␤-actin mRNA that supports axon growth (Willis et al., 2007) , indicating that the extrinsic environment that the axon encounters can alter this intrinsic growth mechanism of localized protein synthesis.
The possibility that mature CNS axons might have protein synthetic capacity has received less attention. Verma et al. (2005) showed that CNS axons in the adult rodent optic nerve have very low levels of translational machinery compared with those in the sciatic nerve (Verma et al., 2005) . These authors hypothesized that axonal levels of translational machinery are linked to their intrinsic growth capacity, with the overall lower growth capacity of CNS neurons predicting a lower content of the translational machinery that is needed for intra-axonal protein synthesis. However, recent work suggests that intra-axonal translation may be activated in some mature CNS neurons (Baleriola et al., 2014) . Here, we show that ascending spinal cord axons, which normally show limited regenerative potential, contain both mRNAs and translational machinery when they are provided the growth supportive environment of a peripheral nerve graft (PNG). Moreover, the percentage of mRNA containing axons for some regeneration-associated gene (RAG) products is overall comparable with what is seen in the regenerating sciatic nerve axons, suggesting that mechanisms for targeting mRNAs into axons is retained in the CNS.
Materials and Methods
Animal use and survival surgery. Sprague Dawley rats (175-250 g) were used for all experiments. Both male and female rats were used for peripheral nerve injury, whereas only female rats were used for spinal cord injury and peripheral nerve grafting. Isoflurane was used for anesthesia in all cases (5% for induction and 2-3% for maintenance). For peripheral nerve injury, anesthetized rats were subjected to a unilateral sciatic nerve crush at mid-thigh as described previously (Twiss et al., 2000) ; the contralateral nerve served as an uninjured (naive) control. Seven days after injury, these animals were killed by asphyxiation with CO 2 . L4 -L5 DRGs were removed for dissociated culture (see below) or removed and immersion fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 2 h, followed by overnight cryoprotection in 30% sucrose. Sciatic nerves from mid-thigh were similarly immersion fixed and cryoprotected.
To generate a "pre-degenerated" peripheral nerve for grafting, tibial nerves of anesthetized "donor" rats were cut bilaterally. After 7 d to allow for Wallerian degeneration, nerves distal to the transection were harvested and used as grafts for "recipient" spinal cord transected rats. For this, donor rats were anesthetized using ketamine (60 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), and pre-degenerated tibial nerve (ϳ8 mm in length) was harvested. To prevent graft rejection, recipient rats received daily subcutaneous cyclosporine A (10 mg/kg) beginning 3 d before grafting and continuing for 2 weeks, at which time we changed to oral dosing (1 mg/ml in drinking water). These animals also received ampicillin (200 mg/kg) and buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg) at the time of surgery. For spinal cord injury, the cord was exposed by dorsal laminectomy for access to the T12 segment of the cord. A 2-3 mm complete spinal cord transection was made by vacuum aspiration using a glass micropipette. The PNG was secured to dura mater using 10-0 suture, and one end was apposed to the caudal wall of the lesion cavity and the distal end was left unapposed, lying on top of adjacent vertebral bodies. After 3 weeks, grafted rats were killed using intraperitoneal injection of Euthasol (pentobarbital sodium and phenytoin sodium) and transcardial perfusion with 2% paraformaldehyde. Graft tissues were then postfixed in 2% paraformaldehyde overnight and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution before cryostat sectioning. Grafts were cut longitudinally at 10 m thickness and mounted directly on glass slides for staining procedures.
Cell culture. For primary neuronal cultures, L4 -L5 DRG were harvested in Hybernate-A medium and then dissociated using type I collagenase (50 U/ml; Gibco) for 15 min at 37°C, 5% CO 2 (Twiss et al., 2000) . Dissociated ganglia were cultured overnight on laminin/poly-L-lysinecoated coverslips. For in situ hybridization (see below), coverslips were fixed for 15 min in buffered 2% paraformaldehyde (Willis et al., 2007) .
RNA isolation and analyses. For isolation of RNA from DRGs, L4 -L5 ganglia were harvested and rinsed in DMEM/F-12 medium with 1ϫ N2 supplement (Sigma), 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies), 2 mM L-glutamine, and 80 nM of the RNA polymerase inhibitor 5,6-dichlorobenzimidazole riboside (Sigma). DRGs were dissociated with 50 U/ml collagenase as above, gently triturated, and then pelleted at 2500 ϫ g for 2 min. Dissociated ganglia were then processed directly for RNA isolation using the RNAqueous total kit (Ambion). RNA concentration was determined using the Ribogreen reagent (Invitrogen). Eighty nanograms of RNA were reverse transcribed using iScript (Bio-Rad). Digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) was performed on a QX200 instrument (Bio-Rad) using predesigned Taqman primer/probes for rat Reg3a, Hamp, Importin ␤1, and Amphoterin (also called Hmgb1) mRNAs (Integrated DNA Technologies). Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 were duplexed with rat Amphoterin mRNA primers/probes for normalization.
In situ hybridization. Fluorescence in situ hybridization combined with immunofluorescence (FISH/IF) was used to detect and quantitate axonal mRNAs. This was performed using digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled antisense, oligonucleotide probes. Probes were designed using Oligo 6 software (Molecular Biology Insights) and tested for specificity by BLASTN against GenBank for rat entries. Antisense probes for ␤-actin, GAP-43, Neuritin (Nrn1), and Importin ␤1 mRNAs have been published previously (Willis et al., 2007; Merianda et al., 2013b) . Other antisense probes consisted of the following: Hamp (GenBank accession number NM_053469), nucleotides 150 -195 and 276 -322 ; and, Reg3a variant 1 (GenBank accession number NM_172077), nucleotides 326 -372 and 415-461. Note that the Reg3a probes used here will also detect variant 2 (nucleotides 224 -270 and 313-359 in GenBank accession number NM_001145846). For specificity control, a DIG-labeled scrambled probe was used. Hybridization conditions were as described previously with minor modifications. A probe at 50 g/ml was used for cultured neurons, and 120 g/ml was used for tissue sections. Also, some probes showed higher specificity if hybridization was performed after immunolocalization. In these cases, DIG-labeled probes were added to tissues after incubation with secondary antibodies for proteins, followed by incubation with anti-DIG primary and secondary antibodies. ␤-actin, Nrn1, and GAP-43 probes were handled in this way. In all cases, quantitation of signals (see below) was performed on tissues that were handled in an identical manner, and only intra-probe comparisons were performed for any probe set.
Primary antibodies used were as follows: anti-neurofilament heavy chain (NFH; 1:750 for tissue and 1:1000 for culture; Millipore); anti-NF medium chain (NFM; 1:200 for tissue; Millipore); anti-NF light chain (NFL; 1:400 for tissue; Aves); anti-SCG10 (1:500 for tissue; Novus Biologicals); anti-DIG (1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch); and Cy3 anti-DIG (1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch). Secondary antibodies used were as follows: FITC donkey anti-chick; Cy3 donkey anti-mouse; FITC donkey anti-rabbit (1:200 for all; Jackson ImmunoResearch); and Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (1:750; Invitrogen). All FISH/IF analyses were performed on at least three biological replicates per group with quantifications as outlined below.
Immunostaining. IF on tissue sections was performed as described previously (Merianda et al., 2013b Imaging of axonal mRNA signals. For cultured DRG neurons, coverslips were imaged by epifluorescence using a Zeiss Axioplan inverted microscope fitted with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER CCD camera. After first normalizing acquisition parameters so that any background signals from scrambled probes and antibody detection were not included, exposurematched images were acquired using SlideBook software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations). Raw .tiff images were used for calculating FISH signal intensities using NIH ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) along a 50 m segment of mid-axon shaft. The higher FISH signals in cell body compared with axons required lower exposure parameters such that axonal and cell body intensities are not comparable. Representative images of axonal segments were aligned using the Straighten plug-in for NIH ImageJ.
Confocal microscopy was used to image tissue sections of sciatic nerve and PNGs. Scanning parameters were matched between individual FISH probes for naive sciatic nerve, crushed sciatic nerve, and PNG (i.e., laser energy, pinhole, PMT gain/offset). As with the epifluorescent imaging above, acquisition parameters were normalized by first imaging the scrambled probe to assign parameters that would not acquire any nonspecific signals from the scrambled probe and fluorescent antibodies; scanning parameters for antisense probes were always set to below those generating minimal signal for the DIG-labeled scramble probe. Imaging sequences for tissues consisted of acquiring a 300 -400 m segment of nerve or PNG by taking tile xyz image stacks with 63ϫ oil-immersion objective (1.4 numerical aperture) for 12-15 optical planes at z depth of 3.77-4.5 m (0.29 m interval between planes). This xyz tile scan sequence was captured at two locations along each nerve section. The RG2B plug-in (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/rg2bcolocalization. html) for NIH ImageJ was used to extract RNA signals from FISH probes that overlap with axonal markers (SCG10 and NF) in each z plane of the xyz tile scans, with the extracted "axon-only" signal projected as a separate channel. We used several different methods to quantify the axonal FISH signals, with all analyses performed on the individual optical planes.
First, to gain an estimate of relative distribution of RNA granules in axons, the FISH signal intensities were quantified along the length of individual axons. For this, we used axons that could be optically isolated contiguously over at least 160 m in the x dimension of the above xyz tile scans. NIH Image J was used to quantify the intensity of these signal aggregates in region-of-interest bins across the x-axis over the length of the isolated axon segment.
Second, to gain an estimate of the amount of axonal mRNA in the nerve and PNG, absolute signal intensity was quantified in each xy plane of the RG2B extracted images for axonal FISH signals. FISH signal intensities across the individual xy planes were then normalized to the area for SCG10 plus NF immunoreactivity to account for varying amounts of axons in the nerve and PNGs between animals and experimental conditions. The relative mRNA signal intensity was averaged for all tiles in each biological replicate.
Third, to gain an estimate of the number of axons containing mRNA, we counted the absolute number of axons containing clear RNA granules across the individual optical planes of the xyz tile scans. Only axons of at least 40 m in length across the tile scan were considered in this. At least 50 axon segments of each nerve/PNG section were scored to generate a percentage of "RNA-containing axons" in each nerve/PNG section, with two sections per animal to generate an average for each nerve/PNG.
Statistical analyses. Kaleidagraph software package (Synergy) was used for statistical analyses. One-way ANOVA was used to compare means of independent groups. These included fluorescent intensities from FISH using NIH ImageJ and percentage of axons with RNA granules using Volocity software. p values of Յ0.05 were considered as statistically significant. Ben-Yaakov et al. (2012) showed previously that Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs are regulated transcriptionally in L4 -L5 DRGs after sciatic nerve injury through a STAT3␣-dependent mechanism. At a single-gene level, Reg3a was seen to increase with peripheral nerve inflammation and after transection . Microarrays of axonal RNAs from cultured neurons suggested the presence of these mRNAs in axons (data not shown), so we used FISH/IF to determine whether we could visualize these mRNAs in the axons of cultured adult DRG neurons. For this, we used L4 -L5 DRG neurons and compared axonal levels of Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs in naive and 7 d injuryconditioned neurons. Each mRNA was detected in growing sensory axons and showed granular signals by FISH analyses (Fig.  1A-C) . Using exposure-matched images in which each experiment was normalized to DIG-labeled scramble probes, axonal levels of both Reg3a and Hamp mRNA were increased significantly in the 7 d injury-conditioned compared with naive DRG neurons ( Fig. 1 D, E) . Axonal Importin ␤1 mRNA levels showed no significant differences between the injury-conditioned and naive cultures (Fig. 1F ) .
Results

Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs increase in axons after injury conditioning
The increase in axonal Reg3a and Hamp mRNA levels could result from a shift in subcellular localization or an overall increase in the amount of these mRNAs available for localization. Using transcript-specific RT-ddPCR, we saw significantly increased levels of Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs in the L4 -L5 DRGs within 3 d after mid-thigh sciatic nerve crush injury (Fig. 2 A, B) . This is consistent with previous microarray data from Ben-Yaakov et al. (2012) , and both mRNAs showed a trend to greater levels in the DRGs ipsilateral to the crush injury up to 28 d after crush by our RT-ddPCR analyses (Fig. 2 A, B) . Importin ␤1 mRNA, which encodes a retrograde injury signaling protein in the DRGs and is translationally regulated in axons after crush injury (Hanz et al., 2003) , showed no significant changes from naive in the L4 -L5 DRGs after crush injury (Fig. 2C) . The increased transcription of Reg3a and Hamp after axotomy plus their axonal localization of their mRNAs suggest that the REG3A and Hepcidin proteins encoded by these mRNAs may contribute to axonal growth.
Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs localize into PNS axons in vivo
Levels of several mRNAs in axons of DRG neurons have been shown to increase with injury (Gumy et al., 2011; Merianda et al., 2013a Merianda et al., ,2013b . The increased axonal localization described above for cultured neurons could indicate that injuryinduced transcription of some RAGs is coupled to anterograde transport of their mRNAs into axons. We used quantitative FISH/IF methods to determine whether axonal transport of Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs might also increase in vivo. In the FISH/IF studies above, Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs were not restricted to neurons, and signals were seen in the nonneuronal cells of the DRG cultures (data not shown). Because these non-neuronal signals would complicate any in vivo quantitation of axonal mRNA in the nerve, we sought an approach to restrict our quantitation to only FISH signals that overlapped with the axonal markers in individual planes of confocal image stacks. For this, we used post-processing with the RG2B NIH ImageJ plug-in to extract the overlapping FISH signals. In this way, a third channel that removed any FISH signals that did not overlap with the immunoreactivity from NF and SCG10 formed a channel of axon-only FISH signals for each optical plane and tile (Fig. 3 A, B) . By applying this image processing approach to highmagnification images obtained by tile scanning, we are able to selectively visualize axonal RNA granules over a 300 ϫ 400 m segment of peripheral nerve (Fig. 3 A, C) . The resulting axon-only FISH/IF image from the sciatic nerve shown in Figure 3B clearly displays RNA signals that are not evenly distributed along the axon or evenly distributed between axons in these sciatic nerve sections. It should be noted that RG2B processed image does not provide raw RNA intensity but rather an intensity that is normalized for the NF plus SCG10 signal intensity; thus, the axon-only FISH channel also provides an internal normalization parameter to account for changes in NF plus SCG10 signal intensities across the individual images of these xyz tile scans and different nerve and experimental preparations.
Optically isolating individual axons from the xyz stacks from the imaging sequences as shown in Figure 3 enabled us to visualize granular profiles for the RNA signals in the processed axon-only RNA channels and perform orthogonal projections to validate intra-axonal nature of the signals. Granular FISH signals for Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs were clearly visible in optically isolated axons of both the naive and crushed sciatic nerve by xyz and yz imaging (Fig. 4) . Moreover, both Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs appeared more abundant in the 7 d crush nerve compared with naive nerve sections (Fig.  4 A, B, D, E) . This initial analysis provides an in vivo correlation with the in vitro culture data, suggesting that levels of Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs are increased in regenerating axons. Quantitation of the intraaxonal signal intensities for Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs confirm this impression as detailed below (see Fig. 6 ).
Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs localize into PNG axons after spinal cord transaction DRG levels of Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs were shown to increase after contusion of the spinal cord, despite injured central DRG branches showing little spontaneous regeneration after dorsal column injury . Thus, we asked whether Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs might be transported into regenerating axons in the spinal cord. For this, we used a spinal cord transection injury model coupled with PNG that supports robust regeneration of injured sensory axons in spinal cord (Côté et al., 2011) . The PNG sections showed many fine-and medium-caliber axons that required a mixture of NF and SCG10 antibodies for optimal visualization (Fig. 5A,C) . FISH signals for both Reg3a Figure 2 . Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs levels in DRGs are increased after peripheral nerve injury. RT-ddPCR results for Reg3a (A), Hamp (B), and Importin ␤1 (C) mRNA levels in L4 -L5 DRGs at 3-28 d after sciatic nerve crush are shown. Injured DRGs (white columns) are expressed as fold change relative to the contralateral, uninjured DRGs (gray columns). Error bars represent Ϯ SEM for matched L4 -L5 DRGs taken ipsilateral and contralateral to the injured sciatic nerve from individual animal subjects (n ϭ 3). Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs show a significant increase in cell body levels after 3 d sciatic nerve injury, whereas there is no significant change in Importin ␤1 mRNA levels. *p Յ 0.05, **p Յ 0.001, ***p Յ 0.0001; NS, not significant by one-way ANOVA. C, Crushed; N, naive.
and Hamp mRNAs were clearly visible in the grafts, and a proportion of the PNG FISH signals appeared to overlap with the NF plus SCG10 signals (Fig. 5A-D) . Subtracting the non-neuronal RNA signals as performed above showed clear linear profiles of high FISH signal intensity in the PNG sections that overlapped.
On close inspection of the linear FISH signal arrays, it was clear that the distribution of the RNA signals varied across NF plus SCG10-immunoreactive axons with focal concentrations of higher signal intensity. Thus, we quantified the intra-axonal RNA signal intensity along contiguous 160 m axon segments from the axon-only FISH signal channel merged with the NF plus SCG10 channel in 20 m bins across the x dimension. Both Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs showed clear foci of high pixel intensity along the axon with peaks that varied between individual axons (Fig.   5 E, F ) . Importin ␤1 mRNA showed axonal localization in the PNGs with approximately the same distribution (data not shown). These focal concentrations of axonal FISH signal intensities could represent aggregates of transported ribonucleoprotein particle granules or regions of translation. Qualitative analyses of caudal spinal cord immediately adjacent to the PNG showed similar granular profiles of axonal mRNA FISH signals (data not shown), which would be consistent with transport of mRNAs from spinal cord into the PNG along axons.
Axons regenerating into ascending PNG in spinal cord contain comparable levels of mRNAs as peripheral nerve
High-magnification FISH/IF images from single tiles of the xyz montages as in Figure 5 showed clear granular signals for Reg3a Figure 3 . Spatial distribution of Reg3a mRNA in sciatic nerve axons. Sequence of confocal imaging and post-processing pipeline for sciatic nerve sections that were used to selectively visualize mRNA in axons of nerve tissues is shown. A, Representative xyz projection from 3 ϫ 4 tile scan (103 ϫ 103 m each) is shown. This xyz image was created from 12 optical planes taken across a z distance of 3.77 m (step size, 0.29 m) as individual xyz tiles that were stitched together into a montage. Reg3a mRNA is shown in red, NF plus SCG10 proteins are shown in green, and DAPI signal is shown in blue. Arrows indicate axonal mRNA signal, and the dotted circle indicates what appears to be non-neuronal mRNA signal. The gray box indicates the tile that is illustrated in B. B, 2i-2iii, 6i-6iii, and 10i-10iii show individual xy planes from A showing the sequence of post-processing to extract the axon-only mRNA FISH signals (2, 6, and 10 indicate the Z stack position). 2i, 6i, and 10i show the original xy plane that was subjected to RG2B NIH ImageJ plug-in processing. 2ii, 6ii, and 10ii show the extracted axon-only mRNA signal in the indicated intensity spectrum. 2iii, 6iii, and 10iii show the extracted axon-only Reg3a mRNA signal (intensity spectrum as ii series) merged with the original NF plus SCG10 (green) channels. Arrows in the 2i-2iii, 6i-6iii, and 10i-10iii image sequences indicate the same axon. C, Subtracted axon-only Reg3a mRNA signal from all tiles in which each optical plane was subtracted individually to control for varying NF plus SCG10 signals is shown as an intensity spectrum. The arrows and circle indicate the same regions of the montage image as highlighted in A. Scale bars: A, C, 50 m; B, 10 m.
and Hamp mRNAs in optically isolated axons (Fig. 6 A, B) . Importin ␤1 mRNA showed similar granular signals overlapping with NF plus SCG10 signals in the PNG sections (Fig. 6C) . Orthogonal yz projections confirmed that the FISH signals for these transcripts resided in the axoplasm rather than in the nonneuronal cells included in optical planes from above or below the axoplasm (Fig. 6A-C, right insets) .
Because Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs localized into the axons regenerating into PNGs, we sought to directly compare the intra-axonal levels of these mRNAs in the naive sciatic nerve, regenerating sciatic nerve, and regenerating CNS axons. For this, we used Z stacks of 300 ϫ 300 m tile scans taken at two separate intervals along the sciatic nerve and PNG sections and generated "axon-only" FISH channels to measure the RNA signal intensity. The pixels per square micrometer of FISH signal was then normalized to area of the NF plus SCG10 signals averaged across the optical planes. The intensities for "axon-only" Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNA signals were not statistically different when comparing naive sciatic nerve, 7 d injured sciatic nerve, or 21 d spinal cord PNGs (Fig. 6D-F ) . However, Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs showed higher-intensity signals in injured sciatic nerve compared with naive sciatic nerve injury paralleling the observations in the DRG cultures. Reg3a and Importin ␤1 mRNA signal intensities trended toward being higher in the PNGs than in the injured sciatic nerve.
Because we had seen significant variability in RNA foci along the length of individual axons in Figure 5 with not all axons containing appreciable FISH signals, we determined the percentage of axons per montage image that contained RNA signals using the axon-only FISH channel merged with the NF plus SCG10 channel. Only axonal segments that were Ն40 m in length across the Z stacks were assessed. Both Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs showed significantly higher percentage of mRNA-containing axons in the 7 d injured versus naive sciatic nerve (Fig. 6G,H ) . The percentage of Reg3a mRNA-containing axons was also significantly more in the PNG than in the naive nerves, but this was not the case for Hamp mRNA in which a significantly higher percentage of RNA-containing axons was seen in the 7 d injured sciatic nerve than in the ascending spinal cord PNG (Fig. 6H ) . Percentage of Importin ␤1 mRNA containing axons were not significantly different between the naive sciatic nerve, 7 d injured sciatic nerve, or ascending spinal cord PNG (Fig. 6H ) .
With this differential increase in the PNG for axons containing Reg3a versus Hamp mRNAs, we asked whether the mRNAs for other RAGs known to be transported into regenerating PNS axons might also localize into these regenerating CNS axons.
GAP-43 is a well characterized RAG whose transcription increases during periods of axonal regeneration (Van der Zee et al., 1989) . Nrn1 mRNA levels do not change overall after PNS nerve injury, but the mRNA shows increased localization into PNS axons after nerve crush injury (Merianda et al., 2013b) . ␤-actin mRNA is likely the best characterized axonal mRNA, and the GFP transgene with the 3Ј UTR of ␤-actin shows increased levels in ascending spinal cord axons after a thoracic contusion injury . We were able to detect each of these mRNAs in the PNG, and both xyz and yz projections confirmed axonal localization for GAP-43, Nrn1, and ␤-actin mRNAs in the PNG (Fig. 7A-C) . The subtracted axon-only images showed clear granular FISH signals arrayed in linear profiles (Fig. 7A-C , bottom panels). Similar to Figure 6 , quantitation of signal intensities did not show significant differences between the sciatic nerve and PNG samples, but there was substantial variability as we had seen with the other transcripts (Fig. 7D-F ) . However, assessing the percentage of mRNA-containing axons as outlined above showed significant differences. Significantly higher percentages of mRNA-containing axons was seen for all three mRNAs when comparing the injured with naive sciatic nerves and ascending spinal cord PNG with naive sciatic nerve (Fig. 7G-I ). The percentage of mRNA-containing axons was not significantly different between the PNGs and injured sciatic nerve samples for GAP-43, Nrn1, and ␤-actin. Together, our data indicate that axons regenerating from spinal cord into an ascending PNG contain RAG mRNAs that can be similar to that seen in the regenerating PNS.
Axons regenerating into ascending PNG from injured spinal cord contain translational machinery
Although the ascending axons in the spinal cord PNG clearly contain mRNAs, the data above did not provide evidence for use of these mRNAs as templates for protein synthesis. Thus, we asked whether the PNG axons contain ribosomes and translation factors that would be needed to synthesize proteins. We analyzed signals for phosphorylated epitope of the small ribosomal protein S6 and the 5.8S rRNA (using Y10B antibody) in axons of sciatic nerve and spinal cord PNGs by IF. For both antibodies, axonal and non-axonal signals were visible; nonetheless, the orthogonal yz (Fig. 8, right insets) and subtracted axon-only (Fig. 8 , bottom panels) channels showed unequivocal intra-axonal signals. The axon-only channels show focal aggregates of high signal intensities in the spectral images of the spinal cord PNG axons (Fig.  8C,F, bottom panels) . The presence of both rRNA and phosphorylated S6 protein suggest that translationally active ribosomes are present in the sciatic nerve and spinal cord PNG axons. The relative differences in signal intensity for phosphorylated S6 protein in these exposure-matched images suggest that the regenerating axons in the sciatic nerve and PNG contain translationally active ribosomes.
Translation factors have been demonstrated previously in injured PNS axons, so we asked whether the regenerating axons in the ascending spinal cord PNGs might contain proteins needed for initiation of translation. To address this, we used IF for 4EBP1 and eIF2␣ that are needed for cap-dependent protein synthesis. Both 4EBP1 and eIF2␣ immunoreactivities were detected in the axons of sciatic nerve and spinal cord PNGs (Fig. 9A-C,G-I ) . Again, orthogonal projections and subtracted axon-only channels confirmed intra-axonal signals for these translation Figure 6 . Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs show differential localization in sciatic nerve versus spinal cord PNG. A-C, Representative confocal images of regenerating axons in an ascending spinal cord PNG with in situ hybridization for Reg3a (A), Hamp (B), and Importin ␤1 (C) mRNAs and IF for NF plus SCG10 proteins. Each image set for A-C shows projected xyz with mRNA (red), axonal protein (green), and DAPI signals (blue) merged on the top left. The corresponding orthogonal yz projection is shown on the right. Subtracted axon-only mRNA signals are shown as an xyz projection on the bottom with RNA displayed as the indicated spectral image. xyz projections were constructed from eight optical sections at 0.29 m Z step intervals. Optically isolated axon segments across the Z stacks are indicated with arrows in the xyz and yz projections. Scale bar, 10 m. D-F, Quantification of relative FISH signal intensity for the subtracted axon-only signals for Reg3a, Hamp, and Importin ␤1 mRNAs is shown as indicated. Data are expressed as fold change compared with naive sciatic nerve Ϯ SEM (n Ն 50 axons) across three biological replicates. NS, Not significant by one-way ANOVA. G-I, Quantification of the percentage of axons of Ն40 m length that contain Reg3a, Hamp, or Importin ␤1 mRNAs is shown as indicated. Error bars indicate SEM (n Ն 50 axons in 3 animals/group). *p Յ 0.05, **p Յ 0.001. NS, Not significant by one-way ANOVA. machinery proteins. Activity of 4EPB1 and eIF2␣ is regulated by phosphorylation, with phospho-4EBP1 promoting and phospho-eIF2␣ attenuating cap-dependent protein synthesis (Raven and Koromilas, 2008) . The phosphorylated epitopes for eIF2␣ and 4EBP1 were similarly detected in the axons of sciatic nerve and the ascending spinal cord PNGs (Fig. 9D-F, J-L) . The subtracted axon-only channels for phospho-eIF2␣ showed relatively higher signals in the naive sciatic nerve compared with the 7 d crushed sciatic nerve and spinal cord PNG (Fig.  9D vs E, F ) . Conversely, the subtracted axon-only channels for phospho-4EBP1 showed relatively higher signals in the 7 d crushed sciatic nerve and ascending spinal cord PNG than naive sciatic nerve (Fig. 9 K, L vs J ) . Together, these data indicate that axons regenerating from spinal cord into the PNG likely have the capacity to use RAG mRNAs to locally generate proteins.
Discussion
Several laboratories have now shown that developing neurons can synthesize proteins in their axons and have implicated these intra-axonally synthesized proteins in axon pathfinding (Jung et al., 2012; Baleriola and Hengst, 2015) . PNS neurons retain the capacity for intra-axonal protein synthesis into adulthood, and this localized mRNA translation is particularly robust after injury of peripheral nerves . Although ribosomes were not visualized in mature CNS axons from early ultrastructural studies of hippocampus (Steward and Levy, 1982) , mRNAs had been detected in axons of a few adult CNS neuron populations (Mohr et al., 1991; Wensley et al., 1995) . This suggests that some mature CNS neurons could similarly retain the capacity to generate proteins in their axons. Very recent work from Baleriola et al. (2014) demonstrated that intra-axonal synthesis of rodent activating transcription factor 4 protein is activated in cortical neurons after injection of amyloid-␤ A␤ 1-42 peptide into the hippocampus. Our data indicate that regenerating axons from the mature spinal cord may also have the potential to locally generate proteins when they are provided a PNG as a permissive environment for growth. The ascending spinal axons regenerating into a PNG contain mRNAs, ribosome constituents, and translation factors. Interestingly, axonal localization for some but not all of the RAG-encoded mRNAs studied here showed that the proportion of mRNA-containing axons in the PNG can be comparable with that of the regenerating peripheral nerve. These data are the first to show that endogenous mRNAs can be transported into the axons regenerating within the mature mammalian spinal cord.
Localization of mRNAs into ascending spinal cord PNG axons would be of little use without access to translational machinery for synthesis of proteins. The localization of ribosome constituents and translation factors in the spinal cord PNG axons suggests that these axons can use the mRNAs to generate proteins, and the presence of phospho-4EBP1 in these axons further points to the capacity for cap-dependent translation as demonstrated previously for axons of cultured DRG neurons . We showed previously that GFP protein accumulates in ascending spinal cord axons after spinal cord injury in transgenic mice expressing GFP mRNA that was axonally targeted using the 3Ј UTR of ␤-actin mRNA; this was not the case in transgenic mice expressing a soma-restricted GFP plus ␥-actin 3Ј UTR mRNA . More direct evidence for translation in spinal cord axons was provided by Sinbis viral-mediated introduction of an exogenous reporter mRNA directly into spinal cord axons (Walker et al., 2012b) . Together, these observations suggest that the mRNAs we visualized in the axons regenerating in PNGs are likely to be used for protein synthesis.
Although the absolute pixel intensities for the axonal mRNA signals did not give significant differences between the sciatic nerve and PNG samples, the percentage of mRNA-containing axons did show significant increases in regenerating versus naive sciatic nerve. For GAP-43, ␤-actin, and Nrn1 mRNAs, the percentage of mRNA-containing axons in the PNGs was comparable with the regenerating sciatic nerve, suggesting that a similar proportion of regenerating axons may have the capacity to synthesize proteins encoded by these mRNAs in the spinal cord PNG. Axonally synthesized ␤-actin, GAP-43, and NRN1 proteins have been shown to increase axon growth in adult DRG neurons Merianda et al., 2013b) . Each of these mRNAs, as well as Reg3a mRNA, showed a significantly higher percentage of mRNA-containing axons in the spinal cord PNG than in the naive sciatic nerve, suggesting that transport of these mRNAs into the regenerating PNG axons may be stimulated by activating growth programs in these neurons as we have seen for Nrn1 mRNA in PNS neurons (Merianda et al., 2013b) . However, this is clearly not the case for all axonally localizing mRNAs, because Hamp and Importin ␤1 mRNAs showed no difference in percentage of mRNA-containing axons when comparing the spinal cord PNG and naive sciatic nerve. Hamp, but not Importin ␤1, mRNA showed increased percentage of mRNAcontaining axons in the crushed compared with the naive sciatic nerve. The increase in Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs in the L4 -L5 DRGs after sciatic nerve injury and the axonal localization of these gene products suggest that they represent RAGs similar to GAP-43, Nrn1, and ␤-actin mRNAs. Interestingly, expression of Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs after PNS crush injury is regulated by Stat3␣ that is generated locally in PNS axons shortly after axon crush and retrogradely transported (Ben-Yaakov et al., 2012) . The locally synthesized Importin ␤1 protein also forms a retrograde signaling complex after PNS axotomy (Hanz et al., 2003; Perry et al., 2012) , so the comparable levels of Importin ␤1 mRNA in the PNG axons versus naive and crushed sciatic nerve axons may point to a similar function in the CNS. PS235/S236 and Y10B. Arrows in each panel represent the same axon segment that was isolated optically from non-neuronal elements above and below the axoplasm in the planes used for xyz projection. These projections were generated from 10 optical sections taken at 0.29 m Z step intervals. Scale bars, 10 m. , and phospho-eIF2␣ (eIF2␣ PS51 ; J-L) are shown. xyz and orthogonal yz projections in the top row of each image sequence with 4EBP1 and eIF2␣ in red, NF protein in green, and DAPI signal in blue. The bottom row of each image sequence shows xyz projection of subtracted axon-only signals for 4EBP1 and eIF2␣ as the indicated intensity spectrum. Arrows in each panel represent the same axon segment that was isolated optically from non-neuronal elements above and below the axoplasm in the planes used for xyz projection. These projections were generated from 10 optical sections taken at 0.29 m Z step intervals. Scale bar, 10 m.
Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs were reported to be transcriptionally regulated after PNS and CNS axotomy (Ben-Yaakov et al., 2012; , but neither have been defined as RAGs. The coupling of increased transcription and axonal mRNA localization for Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs is reminiscent of the well characterized RAG GAP-43 mRNA (Benowitz and Routtenberg, 1997). However, it is not clear whether the proteins encoded by Reg3a and Hamp contribute to axon growth. Reg3a is a member of the regenerating islet-derived protein family that encode lectin-related secretory proteins (Zhang et al., 2003) . Reg3a has also been called pancreatitis-associated protein II because its expression is induced in the early phase of pancreatitis and the protein is thought to contribute to tissue repair (Honda et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003) . Hamp mRNA encodes the Hepcidin peptide; hepatocyte-generated Hepicidin contributes to plasma iron homeostasis, but the protein is also widely expressed in brain and is induced by inflammatory stimuli (Zhang et al., 2003; Zechel et al., 2006; . Indeed, LPS induces Hepcidin in cortical neurons cocultured with microglia, a mechanism that was linked to IL-6 from microglia activating neuronal Stat3 signaling (Qian et al., 2014) . The post-axotomy increases in Reg3a and Hamp mRNAs could be triggered by inflammation, but the contributions of these proteins to axon growth will require additional studies.
Both transport and translation of mRNAs in axons have been shown to be regulated by extracellular stimuli, including stimuli that are chemotactic for axons (Hüttelmaier et al., 2005; Willis et al., 2007; Cox et al., 2008; Tcherkezian et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2012a) . The varying distributions of mRNA aggregates along individual axons shown in Figure 5 for the PNGs was comparable with that seen in the sciatic nerve samples. Previous ultrastructural analyses of myelinated PNS axons indicated a periaxoplasmic distribution for ribosomes in domains spaced at ϳ11-35 m intervals in extruded axoplasm preparations (Koenig et al., 2000) , which is comparable with the frequency distributions seen for mRNAs along some of the regenerating PNG axons (Fig. 5) . More recent work has indicated that ␤-actin mRNA and the zip code binding protein 1 (ZBP1) RNA binding protein needed for its axonal localization also localize to these peri-axoplasmic ribosome plaques in myelinated PNS axons (Koenig, 2009) . Similar clustering of ␤-actin mRNA, ZBP1, and ribosomes has been reported for sites of branching along axons of cultured DRG neurons . The immunostaining for rRNA with Y10B antibody and the ribosomal protein S6 in the sciatic nerve and PNG could represent periaxoplasmic ribosome plaques in these axons. However, additional studies will be needed to determine whether these aggregates of mRNA and translational machinery represent foci of active intra-axonal translation or materials in transit to the growth cone.
The transport of mRNAs into the PNG axons is modulated at the level of individual mRNAs, similar to what we and others have documented previously for the injured and regenerating peripheral nerve . In cultured neurons, neonatal and adult DRG neurons show different mRNA populations and can alter their axonal transcriptome after axotomy (Taylor et al., 2009; Gumy et al., 2011) . Growth-promoting and growthinhibiting stimuli also alter the transcriptome of the axon (Willis et al., 2007) . The different axonal mRNA localization between the spinal cord axons regenerating into the PNG and those in the sciatic nerve may relate to differences in growth capacity of these neurons or to stimuli in the extracellular environment that they traverse. The axons regenerating into the ascending PNGs used here include central branches from both DRGs and spinal cord interneurons (data not shown); future studies will be needed to distinguish these neuronal populations at the mRNA level. Regardless of any differences in localization, our data indicate that axonal transport and likely translation can be activated in the CNS when the axons are facilitated in their regenerative effort. Thus, the PNG likely provides a supportive environment for both growth and intra-axonal translation. The increased localization of RAG encoding mRNAs raises the possibility that axonal mRNA transport and/or localized translation could be targeted for increasing CNS axon growth and guidance toward appropriate target areas.
